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Tail risk first became a hot topic after the publication in 2007 of Nassim Taleb’s *The Black Swan*, which brought the obscure statistical concept of fat-tailed distributions into the mainstream. Taleb argues that we underestimate both the likelihood and the impact of unusual events. A common way of expressing this idea is that we seem to have a 100-year flood every three or four years. This principle applies to many aspects of life (including actual floods) but is particularly relevant to understanding capital market returns, which are fat-tailed. Figure 1 (on next page) compares a fat-tailed (“Power”) return distribution to a normal one (“Gaussian”). In the fat-tailed distribution, large negative returns occur several times more frequently than in the normal one – the “big one” happens more often than people believe is possible. The same is true of large positive returns, but we care more about the negative ones.

Taleb’s timing was either lucky or extremely good in that the capital markets responded the very next year (2008) with a black swan-type event. The S&P 500 fell by 37% for the calendar year and 57% on a daily peak-to-trough basis. International equities fell even more. Real estate equity, subprime mortgages, corporate bonds, treasury inflation protected securities (TIPS), and crude oil fell by amounts that were well outside the experience of the last few decades. Asset mixes that were diversified in normal times ceased to be, and correlations across asset classes moved toward 1.0 – all risk assets went down, and went down a lot. While the collapse of the capital markets did not reach Great Depression levels, the magnitude and speed of the downward moves were reminiscent of that depression and provoked widespread concern

Executive Summary

How should investors think about managing tail risk – the risk that very bad events will occur faster and more often than expected? Is tail risk something new, reflecting a newly interconnected world? Is it a significant factor in capital markets? If it is, what can be done to manage an investor’s exposure to it? This white paper examines:

- Causes of fat-tailed market outcomes
- Common misconceptions about “normal” market returns (real life is complicated; why are our models so simple?)
- Three rules for managing tail risk in investment portfolios—specifically within qualified default investment alternatives (QDIAs)

What is Tail Risk?
about a repeat performance.

Naturally, a wide cross-section of investors became interested in avoiding, hedging, or otherwise managing tail risk.

The crash of 2008 was hardly the only example of tail risk in investors’ experience. Others include the 1997 East Asian crisis and “contagion” that began in Thailand and rapidly spread over the East Asian Tiger economies; the Russian debt default and the associated halt in ruble trading; the attacks of September 11, 2001; the 2001 default in Argentina (the largest in history prior to Greece), the bursting of the technology bubble over 2000-2002; and the current European sovereign debt crisis. And that’s just the last 15 years!

**Life is Complicated. Why are our Mathematical Models Simple?**

The late French mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot pointed out in a 1963 paper that “real-life economic systems … are … dominated by … the extreme cases. Specifically the outer 5% are … as important as the [other 95%] of the data.” Mandelbrot is best known for his beautiful computer drawings of fractals – geometric objects that are “self-similar,” looking the same at different scales like the outline of a snowflake. The fractal distributions used to produce these pictures have infinite variance, a very uncomfortable property for financial analysts who are used to dealing with a finite, measurable variance.

Mandelbrot concluded that markets follow something like a fractal distribution and can have infinite variance. Like snowflake outlines, financial market returns are self-similar; a stock index chart looks pretty much the same at yearly, daily and minute-by-minute scales. This does not mean that market returns have infinite variance but it sure is a hint that they’re not normally distributed. At the very least, market return distributions are fat-tailed (leptokurtic), with bad events happening more often than predicted by the normal or Gaussian distribution. Big changes in markets happen fast, and far more often than “normal.”

Yet common practice in finance is to assume that market returns are normally or log-normally distributed (the classic or Gaussian bell curve), with the effect that fat tails – which really do exist – are assumed away. The principal reason is that, under a normal distribution assumption, the math is easy. You can calculate volatility, alpha, beta, the Sharpe ratio, and other important measures. All of science involves making simplifying assumptions so that workable tools and heuristics can be used
to better understand nature, which is complex and unpredictable. Normal distributions make for workable tools and heuristics.

**What Causes Fat-tailed Outcomes?**
Markets reflect economic life, with market prices being determined by (1) expectations for growth in the real economy and (2) the current set of discount rates, one for each type of asset. Of these two factors, the real economy is by far the more important in the long run.

Economic growth can come from only two sources: an increase in productivity per worker (innovation) and an increase in the number of people working; we can ignore the latter because it is mostly predictable. Innovation, the source of productivity gain, is lumpy: A google is rare and big, both as a firm (Google) and as a number (10^100). The Internet flattens the earth once, and no one can unflatten it after that. Disruptive technologies – the railroad, the automobile, the electrical grid, the medical revolution – are just that; they disrupt the existing order, making some people unexpectedly rich, putting others out of business, and moving markets profoundly.

On the negative side, transient events, such as natural disasters, can have a huge economic impact: The effects of Hurricane Katrina, the Indian Ocean tsunami, and the Japanese earthquake and tsunami are still being felt. Political and policy changes – human decisions – can overwhelm all other factors. When the rules and incentives change for better or worse, they can do so quickly and violently – as we’ve seen in Russia, Venezuela, Iran, and Egypt among many other places. We’re now facing the potential breakup of the euro, an event with consequences that are unforeseen by definition because the euro was designed to last forever. (We beg our readers’ pardon for chuckling at that concept.)

Markets, thus, reflect people and their unpredictability. Fundamental values of securities and markets can change all of a sudden. Perceived values can change just as quickly. Markets are not “normal.” Markets have tail risk.

**Managing Tail Risk in Portfolios**
Managing tail risk is like managing any other market-related risk. It requires a qualitative and quantitative understanding of (1) the sources of the risk, which we’ve just covered, and (2) the effects of the risk, how it affects market prices and returns. We can express the principles of managing tail risk in three rules:

- **Rule #1: Be aware. Tail risk exists.** That is, the normal distribution is not up to the task of predicting the range and frequency of returns. Specific tail risks (negative events) are exceedingly hard to predict, and therefore to hedge and protect against.

- **Rule #2: To manage tail risk, you have to enumerate possible outcomes.** The outcomes can be specific events (euro collapse, war in Iraq, energy price spike, etc.). Estimate, or guessimate, their effects. Develop conceptual statistical models of them. (Are the fat tails part of a leptokurtic distribution? A bimodal one? A negatively skewed one?) Awareness plus judgment matter most. Don’t allow your investment strategy to depend on the world being smooth and Gaussian – it won’t be.

- **Rule #3: Since you cannot avoid tail risks – they are part of the texture of the world – you have to choose specific strategies to manage the risks.** There are three basic approaches:
  
  a. **Low-beta strategy.** Take less of the risk.
  
  b. **Passive hedge.** Pay to constantly hedge the large bad events. (The simplest example of this strategy is to have a permanent long-volatility position. This is very expensive.)
c. Active hedge. Put the hedge on when you think that risk in general is about to rise, or when you fear a specific bad outcome. Take the hedge off at other times.

When losses cannot be tolerated, they should be passively protected against with a constantly reviewed low-risk or low-beta asset allocation. This protection comes at a cost, which is a lower expected return and thus a higher required savings rate.

When losses can be tolerated (tail-risk hedges do not work all the time) and the manager has specialized skills in identifying future tail-risk events and forecasting their changing probabilities over time, tail-risk hedges can be purchased that should decrease the severity of downside events and increase returns. The total cost includes the direct cost of the hedge, the cost of the specialized skills, and the cost of occasional failures. There is also some loss of risk transparency because many tail-risk hedges are indirect hedges, typically using derivatives in the futures and options markets. (The hedges themselves are deemed “speculative” from a regulatory standpoint.)

Managing Tail Risk in QDIA Portfolios
A reasonable expectation for qualified default investment alternatives (QDIA) portfolios is that they be transparent and reliable, and that the process used to construct them be repeatable over a period of many years (up to 40!) and across a wide range of market cycles. The most transparent, reliable and repeatable way to manage tail risk is passively, using a low-beta structure when large losses cannot be tolerated. An example of a time when large losses cannot be tolerated is the “sequencing risk” period in target-date funds (TDFs) the decade or so just before and after retirement.

The most important QDIA target-date fund decisions are (1) designing the participant choice architecture, (2) evaluating and picking a QDIA target-date fund risk schedule (the glidepath) and a TDF manager, and (3) monitoring the results of the entire program. These decisions and ongoing tasks are performed by the plan sponsor with input from the sponsor’s adviser. Within the plan sponsor’s decision of a TDF manager will be the choice of how tail risk is viewed and managed. The important points here are (1) that it is the plan sponsor who is controlling the process and making the decisions; and (2) issues of tail-risk hedging, while significant, are dominated by the higher-order decisions of plan design and the choice of the appropriate risk schedule.

The specific choice of active or passive tail-risk management will be customized to the needs of the plan participants, the ability of the plan’s trustees to evaluate and monitor the portfolio managers, and the portfolio management capabilities available in the market at that point in time.

Explicitly managing tail risks – either through a passive hedge or active management – can bring benefits when hedges are successful. These expected benefits need to be balanced against (1) the reality that the hedging cannot always be successful – prudence and experience tell us to expect some failure; (2) there will be some loss of transparency when futures, options, and other hedges are added; and (3) successful active tail-risk hedging requires sophisticated and dedicated professionals with expertise in markets, futures and options, and mathematics.

Tail risk is important, but it is only one of many risks with which investors and their managers should be concerned. A responsible approach to TDF selection involves awareness by the sponsor and its advisers of the range of approaches in dealing with tail risk in a QDIA program, and a commitment to do so as part of the full spectrum of risks faced by the plan sponsor and individual participant.
About Allianz Global Investors

We are active asset managers operating across 19 markets with specialized in-house research teams around the globe. We manage more than $392 billion in assets for individuals, families, and institutions worldwide and employ almost 2,800 people, including 500 investment professionals.*

At Allianz Global Investors, we follow a two-word philosophy: Understand. Act. It describes how we look at the world and how we behave. We aim to stand out as the investment partner our clients trust by listening closely to understand their challenges, then acting decisively to provide them with solutions. With a global network that facilitates information flow, we are well positioned to meet our clients’ needs.

For more information, contact your financial adviser or visit www.allianzinvestors.com.

A Word About Risk: Target-date funds are designed to offer individual investors comprehensive asset allocation strategies tailored to the approximate date when they expect to begin withdrawing assets. The target date included in the Fund’s name does not necessarily represent the specific year an investor will begin withdrawing assets. It is intended only as a general guide. Each Fund follows a target asset allocation schedule that changes over time to help reduce portfolio risk, increasing its exposure to conservative investments as the target date approaches. The principal value of a Fund is not guaranteed at any time, including the target date indicated in the Fund’s name. The cost of investing in a Fund that invests directly in individual stocks and bonds.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

The Standard & Poor’s 500 Composite Index (S&P 500) is an unmanaged index that is generally representative of the U.S. stock market. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.

Alpha measures a portfolio’s risk-adjusted performance, which is the difference between a portfolio’s actual and expected returns, given the level of market risk as measured by beta. Beta measures a portfolio’s sensitivity to overall market movements as represented by a benchmark index. The benchmark index, such as the S&P 500 or Barclays U.S. Aggregate Index, has a beta of 1.0. A beta of more or less than 1.0 indicates that a portfolio’s historical returns have fluctuated more or less than the overall market. A low beta does not necessarily imply low volatility since volatility can occur due to factors independent of the market. Sharpe ratio is a risk-adjusted measure that is calculated by using standard deviation and excess return to determine reward per unit of risk.

*As of 3/31/2012.